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Closing Remarks on 
Session IX 
SEISMOLOGY: PREDICTING STRONG GROUND MOTION FOR DESIGN 
by 
Ken-ichi Toklda 
Public Works Research Institute 
Tsukuba Science City, JAPAN 
1. SUMMARY OF PAPERS 
14 papers on "Seismology: Predicting Strong Ground 
Motion for Design" are presented In this session. Main 
subjects of these papers are classified as follows: 
1) CAUSE OF EARTHQUAKE 
9.29 Reservoir Triggered Seismicity 
- Magnitude, Frequency 
9.2I Reservoir Triggered Seismicity 
- Magnitude, Frequency 
2) SOURCE CHARACTERISTIC AND GROUND MOTION 
9.2 Fault -+ Vertical Ground Displacement 
9.4 Magnitude ..... Intensity, Frequency 
9. 7 Fault - Bedrock Acceleration 
9.17 Activity 
- Seismicity (Zoning), Effective Peak Ground Ace. and 
Velocity 
3) PROPAGATING CHARACTERISTICS AND GROUND MOTION 
9.3 Surface Wave 
- Ground Displacement (Return Year) 
4) SOURCE, PASS AND SITE CHARACTERISTICS AND GROUND 
MOTION 
9.5 Array Observation 
-Acceleration, Attenuation, Ground Motion Character-
Istics 
9.13 Predicting Model 
- Surface Acceleration, Ace. Response Spectra 
5) GROUND MOTION AND STRUCTURE DAMAGE 
9.3 Ground Displacement 
- Underground Lineal Structure 
9.19 Eplcentral Direction ..... Structure 
9.25 Intensity-Ground Condition -+ Houses 
6) SIMULATION OF GROUND MOTION 
9.24 Response Spectra 
9.26 Acceleration Time lllstory 
7) BACKGROUND DATA 
9.6 Subsurface Condition- Zoning, Data Base, Site Effect 
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2. FUTURE REMARKS 
The future remarks for establishing reasonable 
prediction of ground motion In the earthquakes can be 
Indicated as follows at present: 
1) CLARIFY THE STRUCTURAL, RESPONSE AND INDUCED-
DAMAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF OBJECTIVE STRUCTURES 
• Structures Affected by Acceleration or Intensity 
• Structures Affected by Velocity or Displacement etc. 
2) CLARIFY TilE CHARACTERISTICS OF GROUND MOTION AND ITS 
MAGNITUDE CONSIDERED AND DESIRED FOR DESIGN 
• Acceleration, Velocity, Displacement 
• Maximum, Response Spectrum, Time lllstory, Duration Time 
• Horizontal or Vertical Distribution 
• Body Wave, Surface Wave etc. 
3) CLARIFY THE PARAMETERS RELATED TO GROUND MOTION 
• Trigger (Fault, Reservoir etc.) 
• Source (Fault, Seismicity, Magnitude etc.) 
• Propagation (Epicentral Distance/Direction etc.) 
• Subsurface Ampllflcatlon(Soll Condition/Property, 
Bedrock etc.) 
• Topographical Condition (2D/3D Irregularity) etc. 
4) ESTABLISH THE ESTIMATING METHODS OF GROUND MOTION 
• Fault Model 
• Attenuation Equation 
• Seismicity Zoning 
• Probabilistic Estimation 
• Dynamic REsponse Analysis Method of Subsurface 
Ground (1D/2D/3D) etc. 
5) ESTABLISH THE OBJECTIVE AREA 
• Specified Site 
• ~1eshed Zone 
• Wide Zone etc. 
6) GRASP THE GROUND MOTION DURING EARTHQUAKE 
• Strong Motion Observation (Acceleration, Velocity, 
Displacement) 
• Array Observation (Horizontal, Vertical) 
• Management of Strong Motion Data (Data Flow, 
Dissemination Media, Geotechnical Information) etc. 
7) CLARIFY HOW TO USE THE PREDICTED GROUND MOTION 
• Applying for Design of Structures as Input Ground 
Motion 
• Zoning for Earthquake Risk Analysis and Land-use 
Planning 
• Spot Information for Estimating Severely Shaken Area or 
Damaged-Area just after Earthquake etc. 
The research related to this session should be 
progressed still more considering the above remarks ln 
the future. 
